Timesavers/Sponges
1) Count to 100 by 5's
2) Name teachers in your school
3) Name a food that begins with each letter of the alphabet
4) List girl's names that begins with each letter of the alphabet
5) List boy's names that begins with each letter of the alphabet
6) List the nouns found in the classroom
7) Name as many colors you know
8) Count by 6's, see how high the class can go
9) Name all the types of flowers you can
10) Name all the flavors of ice cream you can
11) Name as many breakfast cereals you can
12) Name animals that begin with vowels
13) What are all the different ways you can have $1.36 in coins
14) List all the states you can think of
15) See how far you can count in Roman Numerals?
16) Name as many green foods as you can
17) Can you name all the planets? In order from the sun?
18) List as many musical instruments you can
19) List all the foods you used in the kitchen.
20) Make a list of your favorite video games and why they are your favorites
21) Make up a story that starts with "It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly..."
22) Tell a story that starts with "I wonder why..."
23) Make up a story about your pet
24) Write a paragraph that starts with "What I want to be..."
25) Make up a story involving a math problem

26) Describe your favorite commercial
27) Talk about your favorite sport in 1-2 paragraphs
28) Talk about your favorite movie in 1-2 paragraphs
29) Talk about your least favorite class in 1-2 paragraphs
30) Make up a story involving two of your classmates
31) Tell a short story involving a tree
32) Tell a short story involving an ant colony
33) Name everything you can think of that rhymes with school
34) Say everything you can think of that rhymes with spring
35) Say everything you can think of that rhymes with math
36) Tell a story that starts with "The dog ate my..."
37) Name ten occupations you're interested in
38) How do you think life will be in the year 2020
39) Name ten hobbies you're interested in
40) Name your favorite television show and why it is your favorite
41) Play Jeopardy using lesson you have just taught. See below.
42) Read My Mind. I’m thinking of water going up into a cloud. What is evaporation?
43) What is a character from your favorite show
44) How do you celebrate an upcoming holiday
45) Draw yourself
46) Write as many homonyms as you can think of (Ex: Their/There)
47) Draw your room
48) Draw your classroom
49) List all the video games you have
50) List all the video games you want

